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(U) The Dassautt Mirage jet bomber of the type which attacked the LIner'T on 8 June.
(Photograph COUrt88Y
of Jane', All the World', Aircraft.)

(Fi,urc i, UNCLASSIFIED)

training program eatabliahed by the Commander, SerVice Force, Atlantic Fleet, and was not related to her
miaaion in the eaatern Mediterranean. The drill waa
performed aatiafactorily and the ahip returned to her
"modified condition three" at 1345.10
(U)
Following the general quarters drill,
the Liberty's Commanding Officer, Commander William L. McGonagle, fixed her position by radar aa
being 25.5 nautical miles from the minaret at AI
'Ariah, which W8ato the aoutheast (bearing 142" true.)

Air Attack

Begins (U)

~8 ~~Qj
Amidships below deck, the Liberty's
Research Department (tbe Sigint collection, processing, and reporting area) resumed normal operations.
Robert L. Wilson was in the analysis/reporting area
together with the other civilians, Allen M. Blue and
Donald 1...Blalock, plus the Marine linguists. Things
had been slowand Wilson considered going up on deck
to do some sunbathing but changedbis mind. Communications Technician (CT) TerryL.
McFarland,
seated at his manual-morse position, wa~1
I
I
trhat far below deck it was diffi.cult for anyone to h~ar much of what was happening

topside.
(U)
During the general quarters (GQ)
drill, Lieutenant James G. O'Connor (Assistant Tecbnical Operations Officer of the Research Department)
had been officer of the deck on the bridge. At the
conclusion of the drill, he went up to the 04 level
(above the bridge) to see if he could locate the
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approaching airplanes that had been picked up on
radar by the lookouts. It was 1400 hours, From the
starboard wing of the bridge, Commander McGonagle
observed a single jet aircraft that appeared similar, if
not identical, to those that had been sighted earlier
in the day and about which a sighting report had been
submitted. The relative bearing of this plane was
about 135°, its position angle was about 45°-50°, its
elevation approximately 7,000 feet, and it was approximately five to six miles from the ship. It appeared to
McGonagle that the plane was traveling parallel to,
and in the same direction as the Liberty. With his
binoculars trained on the aircraft, the Commander
was unaware of a second plane swooping in from the
port side to launch a rocket directed toward the
bridge. When the rocket exploded two levels belowthe
bridge, McGonagle ordered the general alarm to be
sounded.

(U)
CT3 Paddy E. (Dusty) Rhodes was
headed below decks from his GQ station, damage
control detail. At the end of the GQ drill, the
Commander had ordered the whaleboat engine tested
and, when Dusty heard a muffled explosion, he
thought, "Those damned deck apes blew that boat up
and rve got to go back up and fight the fire."
Simultaneously, Dusty heard the general quarters
alarm. Scampering back up the ladder, he could smell
burning powder and started "dogging down" doors
when a rocket tore through a bulkhead to his right
ripping steel all about.
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